
The Worldcom Confidence Index 
The Czech Republic/Slovakia Summary and Comparisons with the Global Results

This document should be read as a companion document to the Global Study Report. It draws out differences to the global 
results and highlights key trends from the Czech Republic and Slovakia perspective.
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PART 1 

Issues ThAT demAnd 
ATTenTIon In 2018

75% 
more Czech and slovakian companies 
gave employees the most attention in 
2017 compared to global average

#1 threat 
to achieving plans is lack of  
available talent

72%  
of leaders Cee companies plan to 
focus on Customers: almost double 
the global average

3



ChART #1

2018 
The yeAR of The emPloyee and The bATTle foR TAlenT

In 2018, leaders in the Czech Republic and 

Slovakia plan to maintain their focus on 

employees at the same levels as 2017. In 2017, 

75% more Czech and Slovakian companies 

gave employees the most attention 

(22%) (Chart #1) compared to their global 

counterparts (14%). 

The Czech Republic and slovakia plan to maintain focus on employees to combat lack of available talent

difference between Czech Republic and slovakia and global average
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ChART #2

In fact, more Czech and Slovakian companies 

gave most attention to employees than every 

other country or region in 2017 – (Chart #2).

Attention to employees – 2018
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ChART #3

Two thirds of leaders (67%) see the lack of 

available talent as the biggest threat to plans. 

This is almost twice the number of leaders 

globally (34%) (chart #7) who see the size 

of the talent pool as a threat. In Slovakia, 

for example, firms are turning towards older 

workers to try and solve the problem of an 

unqualified labor force.

However, in the light of new employment 

law reforms in The Czech Republic, there 

may be improvements in staff retention. The 

expansion of global giants into the country, 

like Amazon, could help to attract additional 

talent. Alternatively, it could make it harder 

for other organisations to recruit talent. Either 

way, organisations in both countries will need 

to create compelling reasons for people to 

join them.

lack of available talent seen as biggest threat to achieving plans in The Czech Republic and slovakia

lack of available talent top threat to plans
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ChART #4

Concerns over the size of the available 

talent pool seem to be driving the view 

that the quality of the employer brand will 

make a big difference to the ability to attract 

talent. Almost four times as many Czech and 

Slovakian leaders (67%) see this as a major 

issue compared to the global result (18%). 

The Czech Republic is already offering jobs 

and opportunities to professionals outside the 

local market. For this to be effective, Czech 

leaders will need to develop a very attractive 

employer brand.

The Czech Republic and slovakia see the ability to attract the best talent because of 
the quality of the employer brand as a major influencer on success in 2018

Issues that will have most influence on success in 2018
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As in the world report, the number one audience is 

customers. In fact, almost threequarters of leaders (72%) 

will give customers the most attention in 2018. This is the 

same as 2017, and 76% higher than the global score of 

41% (Chart #1). 

Interestingly, no leaders in Czech/Slovakia are planning 

to give government/legislators, suppliers or influencers 

the most attention.

With a huge focus on Customers in 2018, 50% of leaders 

in Czech/Slovakia see the satisfaction of customers as 

the biggest source of optimism. This is also almost three 

times the global average of 17% and almost three times 

the score of the next ranked issue – the ability to improve 

performance by energizing and engaging employees.

The Czech Republic and slovakia are even more customer 
focused than the global average

ChART #5
Top two sources of optimism

The satisfaction of customers is 
the biggest source of optimism in 
the Czech Republic and slovakia 
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Cyber crime ranked third in the global survey 

as the biggest threat to achieving plans  

(Chart #6). However, in the Czech Republic 

and Slovakia, cyber crime was ranked 

seventh at just 22% - 32% lower than the 

global average of 32%.

Contrary to global 
report, cyber crime 
not seen as a top 
threat to plans in 
The Czech Republic 
and slovakia

which of the following are the biggest 
threat to achieving your plans?

Ranking 1 (%) The Cisco 2017 midyear Cybersecurity 

Report in July 2017 predicted new 

“destruction of service” attacks, and 

that the scale and impact of threats will 

continue to grow. steve martino, vice 

President and Chief Information security 

officer, at Cisco, said:

Based on Cisco’s research, we believe 

organisations of all sizes, may be under-

estimating the risks to their future from 

organised and industrialised cyber crime.  

And, employees may be one of the main 

conduits used by cybercriminals. The FBI 

estimates business email breaches have 

cost companies US$5.3B globally.  

As a result, one of our main 

recommendations is that all organisations 

invest in an internal communications 

programme to encourage employees  

to adopt safer cybersecurity practices.

ChART #6
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Much like the rest of the world, the Czech 

Republic and Slovakia are not protected 

from the phenomenon of “fake news”. As this 

article in the Slovak Spectator indicates, false 

stories can undermine the credibility of media 

and other media channels. It seems that fake 

news may be having an impact on attitudes 

to the media and other influencers. In fact, 

leaders plan to give little to no attention to 

influencers in 2018 (Chart #7).

 

And, Czech and Slovakian companies aren’t 

positive about the Media environment. No 

leaders see the media as a source  

of optimism. 

‘fake news’ may be hurting the media and Influencers not 
seen as a priority in The Czech Republic and slovakia

ChART #7 lowest sources of optimism Czech Republic and slovakia versus Global
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When asked which economy would have 

most impact on their business, the main 

change since 2017 is an increase in those that 

see the regional economy as having most 

impact. This increased nearly 180% to 17% and 

may reflect an increasing focus on a post-

Brexit world (Chart #8). The economy of the 

country remains the most important but saw a 

decline from 56% to 50%.

Clearly all economic factors will be important, 

so organizations may want to take a broader 

global and local view in their planning – 

particularly in the light of changes to trade 

tariffs announced by President Trump and the 

impact of Brexit on global trade.

Czech and slovakian companies to focus more 
on country economy in 2018 than 2017

ChART #8

Which of the following had/ will have the most impact 
on your growth potential in the past / next 12 months?

Global last 12 months

Czech/slovakia last 12 months

Global next 12 months

Czech/slovakia last 12 months
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ChART #9

Moreover, when asked to rate the impact 

of the communication approach taken by 

political leaders on their optimism about their 

business and its growth potential, no leaders 

in the Czech Republic and Slovakia saw this 

as having a very positive impact. This is very 

different to the global result (Chart #9) where 

19% of leaders felt it had a positive impact.

The positive impact of the communications approach taken 
by political leaders on optimism about growth potential
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This section will draw out 
differences in confidence scores in 
comparison to the global average

13 of 18  
Confidence Index scores lower  
than the global average

7%   
of leaders are very confident in the ability 
to improve productivity by energizing and 
engaging employees - lowest score of all 
countries and regions

2nd  
highest score of all regions when  
it comes to confidence in the ability 
to satisfy customers

PART 2 

The CzeCh RePublIC And 
slovAkIA ConfIdenCe Index 
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ChART #10

Czech Republic and slovakia versus Global Confidence Index scores

? Title...
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38.9

Your ability to satisfy customers (exceed 
customer expectations)
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0.0
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27.7
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The people and skills to achieve your objectives
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11.1
The financial resources to achieve your objectives

26.9
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and social networks
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Your ability to keep your best talent
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16.7

Your ability to improve productivity by energizing 
and engaging your employees
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The ability of your employees to understand and 
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Worldcom Confidence Index by Country and Region

America most confident and three times more confident than Japan

The Worldcom Confidence Index also ranks 

the confidence levels of leaders from each 

of the countries and regions. This shows 

that Czech Republic and Slovakia’s score 

is 4.6 points lower than the global average. 

Only France and Japan have a lower country 

score. The USA score of 35.9 is 71% higher – 

highlighting a massive confidence gap between 

the two countries.

ChART #11
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The Czech Republic and Slovakia has 13 out of 18 

Confidence Index scores that are lower than the global 

average. This confidence gap is most notable when 

it comes to plans and policies, a gap of 24 points; the 

ability to protect the brand in a crisis, a gap of 19.4 

points and, the underlying technological infrastructure, 

a gap of 14 points.

There are also key differences in confidence about 

having the financial resources to achieve objectives 

and, the ability to attract the best talent. Confidence 

in ability to improve productivity by energizing and 

engaging employees and, the ability of suppliers to 

meet needs is also lower.

The five areas where the Czech Republic and Slovakia’s 

leaders are more confident than the global average 

are: the ability of the organization to innovate using 

the latest technology, the ability to satisfy customers, 

access to the latest technology, having the people and 

skills to achieve objectives and, the corporate image 

and brand reputation to achieve objectives.

The Czech Republic and slovakia confidence scores 
that are lower than the global average

The largest confidence gaps between Czech Republic 
and slovakia and Global scores ChART #12
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ChART #13

Czech and Slovakian leaders have much 

lower confidence that they have the plans and 

policies to achieve their objectives. In fact, 

none were very confident compared to 24% of 

the global respondents. 

leaders from the Czech Republic and slovakia have low confidence 
that they have the plans and policies to achieve objectives

Confidence in plans and policies
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There is an issue of confidence when it comes 

to attracting the best talent. The EMEA score 

is 82% higher, the global score is 109% higher 

and the score for America 209% higher. 

Only Japan is lower and then by just three 

percentage points (Chart #x). This is clearly 

linked to concerns over the available talent 

pool (see page x).

To reinforce this low confidence score, the 

Czech Republic and Slovakia have no leaders 

who see the ability to attract and keep the 

best talent as a source of optimism. (Chart #14). 

This is very different to the global result.

leaders from the Czech Republic and slovakia worried about ability to attract best talent  

Ability to attract the best talent
ChART #14
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In the Czech Republic and Slovakia, there is  

a lack of confidence in the ability to protect 

the brand in the event of a crisis. Only 6%  

of leaders felt very confident in their ability  

to do this. 

This is less than a quarter of the global 

average (25%). In marked contrast, over six 

times as many leaders from America (38%) 

feel very confident that they can do so.

Ability to protect brand in the event of a crisis

leaders from the Czech Republic and slovakia worried about their ability to protect the brand in a crisis

ChART #15
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The ability to improve productivity is obviously 

important when it comes to maintaining or 

improving global competitiveness. This is an 

area where leaders from the Czech Republic 

and Slovakia have a low confidence score. In 

fact, it is the lowest confidence score of the 

countries surveyed at just 17%. 

This is much lower than the global result (26%) 

(Chart #16). And, it is less than half the score 

for America of 37%. It is also lower than the 

UK, which has the worst productivity record of 

the G7 nations.

Czech and slovakian companies have lowest confidence in the ability to improve productivity 
by energizing and engaging employees

Confidence in ability to improve productivity 
by energizing and engaging employeesChART #16
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Czech and Slovakian leaders also seem 

worried about their company’s ability to 

collaborate with others around the globe. The 

Czech Republic and Slovakia produces the 

third lowest confidence score (17%) across all 

the countries surveyed, followed by the UK 

(14%) and Japan (8%). 

This score is significantly lower than the 

global average of 25% and almost half of 

the top three scores – Germany (33%), 

America (32%) and China (30%). The ability to 

collaborate with others could be one solution 

to the concerns about the lack of available 

talent, so leaders in these two countries may 

want to give this more focus.

Ability of organization and its employees to collaborate 
easily with others across the globeChART #17
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Czech and slovakian leaders significantly less confident about the ability of their 
organization and employees to collaborate easily with others around the globe
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Czech and Slovakian leaders produce the 

second lowest confidence score (8%) across all 

the countries surveyed. This score is less than 

half of the global average of 24% and about a 

third of America, which holds the top score of 

32%. Only Japan is lower at 10%.

Confidence in financial resourcesChART #18

Czech and slovakian companies have lower confidence about 
having the financial resources to achieve objectives
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ChART #19
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Czech and Slovakian leaders are less confident 

than most other leaders about the ability of 

their suppliers to meet their needs. 

These countries have the third lowest 

confidence score (17%) across all the countries 

surveyed. This score is 35% less than the global 

average of 26% and less than half of America’s 

score of 39%. Securing a good supply chain is 

key to competitive performance, so suppliers 

may be an audience that needs more attention. 

Ability of suppliers to meet needs

Czech and slovakian leaders concerned about suppliers’ ability to meet needs
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Czech and Slovakian leaders are considerably 

less confident than the global average in the 

underlying technological infrastructure of their 

country. The Czech/Slovakian score is the 

second lowest out of all countries surveyed  

at 11% - surpassed only by Japan at 6%. 

The result is less than half the global average 

(25%) and about a third the level of China (30%) 

and America (36%). 

underlying technological infrastructureChART #20

Czech and slovakian confidence is low about the underlying technological infrastructure of the country
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Czech and Slovakian leaders seem to be more 

confident than their peers around the globe when 

it comes to innovating using the latest technology, 

access to the latest technology, software 

applications and social networks, the ability to 

satisfy customers, having the people and skills to 

achieve objectives and, the corporate image and 

brand reputation to achieve objectives.

Despite worries about and using technology and the 

technological infrastructure, Czech and Slovakian 

companies are confident about their ability to 

innovate using the latest technology. In fact, the 

Czech Republic and Slovakia hold the top score at 

44%. This is 57% higher than the global average and 

more than quadruple the lowest score (Japan – 10%). 

Czech and slovakian confidence scores higher than global average

Czech and slovakian leaders 
confident in their company’s 
ability to innovate using the 
latest technology and, having 
access to the latest technology 
software applications and 
social networks

Ability of organization to innovate using the latest technology
ChART #21
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ChART #22
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Czech and Slovakian companies are also 

confident about having access to the latest 

technology, software applications and social 

networks and hold the top score of 33%. 

This is followed closely by the UK, China and 

America all just 1% lower at 32%. This score is 

17% higher than the global average and more 

than four times higher than the lowest score - 

Japan (8%).

Access to the latest technology, software applications and social networks
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The Czech Republic and Slovakia hold the 

top score when it comes to the ability of their 

organization to satisfy customers. 

At 39%, the score is 25% higher than the  

global average and almost double the EMEA 

score of 20%. With the stable GDP growth  

and a projected growth in retail spending in 

2018 in the Czech Republic, it is no surprise  

that confidence is so high in the ability to  

satisfy customers.

Ability to satisfy customersChART #23

Czech and slovakian leaders confident in their ability to satisfy customers 
and that they have the people and skills to achieve objectives
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ChART #24
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Similarly, Czech and Slovakian companies are 

also confident they have the people and skills 

they need to achieve their objectives.   

At 33%, the Czech and Slovakian score is only 

surpassed by America which scored 39%. 

The score is 18% more than the global average 

and more than three times the lowest score – 

Japan at 10%.

Confidence in people and skills



PART 3

to increase the probability 
of success

ReCommendATIons11
b

ased on our findings, we offer the following 

recommendations to minimise risks and increase 

the certainty of success. The study indicates that 

2018 will be the year of the employee. Therefore, 

many of our recommendations focus on energizing and 

engaging employees. The study also highlights a range of 

issues and threats, so our recommendations look at how the 

impact of these risks can be minimized.
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enhance your employer brand by 
defining your Culture and values 
in a more compelling way 

We recommend all organizations invest 

in creating more compelling reasons to 

encourage the best talent to join them and, 

then to stay. This starts from the inside with 

the Culture and Values of the organization.  

It also needs proof that employees believe  

in it and are energized by it. 

We recommend that employees are involved 

in defining the Values of the organization  

and in creating ways to communicate  

them more effectively, both inside and 

outside the business. It may be important 

to be explicit about the way you value the 

contribution from EU nationals to protect  

your organization from EU talent loss.

1
Create a Purpose, and an 
engagement framework to 
support it, that both energizes 
employees and inspires customers 
by accentuating the value that  
you deliver

We recommend that organizations accentuate 

their strengths and differences by checking 

if they have a Purpose that explains the 

value they deliver to customers. This should 

be communicated in such a way that every 

employee understands how their daily actions 

contribute to achieving that Purpose. 

We recommend that employees are provided 

with the certainty and autonomy they need 

to remain motivated, by supporting the 

Purpose with an Engagement Framework. This 

framework should explain the goals for the 

organization and how they will be achieved 

and measured.

2
Prove you care about 
employees by investing in 
an employee engagement 
program

Engagement and involvement should 

be part of the DNA of a business – 

not something that is just another 

management initiative. Convincing 

employees that they are central to 

success, will require a dedicated 

employee engagement program. 

This will need to go beyond reward  

and recognition to truly involve 

employees in building a stronger  

more effective business.

We recommend that Employee 

Engagement becomes one of the 

strategies to achieve the organization’s 

Purpose and that clear metrics are 

assigned to demonstrate it is making  

a difference.

3

If you aren’t 
prioritizing people 
you may be at a 
disadvantage, as 
it is clear many eu 
organizations plan 
to increase their 
investment and 
activity to compete 
for the best talent. 

PeoPle 
make sure you aren’t caught 
out by the brexit factor

PeoPle
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Close the Purpose Gap by training 
leaders and line managers to 
communicate the Purpose effectively 
and to drive productivity improvements 
by acting more as a coach

Our work shows that there is often a significant 

gap between an employee’s understanding 

of the general direction of the business and 

understanding how their personal efforts can 

help achieve the Purpose for the organization. 

Therefore, we recommend that all leaders and 

managers are trained on how to adapt their 

communications style so that they can explain 

the Purpose in a way that is meaningful to 

each individual employee.  This should include 

special ‘listening’ training as the foundation 

for increasing productivity. If line managers 

ensure that every brief is understood and that 

there is commitment to achieving it, significant 

productivity improvements will follow. Amy 

Brann, a neuroscience leader, believes that 

harnessing a brain-friendly style  

of communication will be vital to success. 

You can download a white paper that includes 

seven ways to ensure your communications  

are brain friendly.

4
Address the upskilling, 
reskilling challenge by giving 
managers the skills to coach

As the World Economic Forum  

indicated, continuously upskilling and 

reskilling employees needs to be 

on the management agenda. While 

this may mean linking with external 

skills organizations  – such as Cisco’s 

NetAcademy.

We recommend that all managers are 

given targeted effectiveness training to 

help them operate as a ‘coach’ for their 

team. The work of our experts shows 

that many managers – particularly first-

time managers - find it hard to delegate 

because they lack confidence that people 

who report to them have the necessary 

skills to deliver the task. By training 

managers to be more effective, you 

will free their time to address this skills/

delegation conundrum.

5
Invest in the neuroscience of 
effective communication to 
address the talent challenge

Great leaders are usually great 

communicators. Often their communications 

skills are seen as a natural talent that is given 

to the few. However, work by neuroscientists 

has uncovered the way the human brain 

works and what this means to effective 

communication.

If you want to get a competitive advantage, 

when it comes to attracting and retaining 

the best talent, it makes sense to use 

this neuroscience to your advantage. It 

will provide leaders and managers with a 

framework for triggering the right reaction in 

the brains of employees. In fact, getting this 

right will create a mind state in employees 

that makes them willing to do difficult things, 

to think deeply about issues and develop new 

solutions. If people think they will be joining 

others that behave like that, you will have 

created a powerful recruitment advantage.

6
Amy brann at synaptic 

Potential explains:

“Every week we learn more about 

how our incredible brains work - 

and the mysteries continue to be 

unveiled. From raising oxytocin 

levels to become better mind readers 

and more empathetic, to the effects 

of testosterone on negotiations 

- we know chemicals are hugely 

influential on results. Strengthening 

different networks in the brain helps 

people literally change previously 

considered ‘fixed’ personality 

traits. In a world rapidly welcoming 

machine learning knowing what 

makes us human and how to 

strengthen our unique gifts is an 

urgent matter.” 
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Patrick müller at sophos agrees:

“Technology can only protect you so far, in the war against cyber 

crime. We believe it’s essential that every organization is proactive 

in educating its employees about safer cyber practices. This 

needs to be a continuous activity as cybercriminals are constantly 

innovating to find new ways to breach our defenses.”

don’t underestimate
the need to be
proactive with your
people if you want to
minimize your
exposure to risk.

ThReATs

Reduce your exposure to cyber crime by ‘nudging’ 
employees to adopt safer behavior

This article by Forbes highlights that employees are often the weakest 

link in cybersecurity measures. We’re not cybersecurity experts, but we 

are experts in creating communications programs that trigger the right 

reaction in target audiences.

Therefore, we recommend you reduce your cyber risk by running an 

internal communications campaign that encourages employees to adopt 

safer behavior. To increase the certainty of success, we recommend 

you use ‘nudge theory’ in your campaign. Nudges work because 

they neither command or forbid people to do things. By presenting 

cybersecurity choices in a certain way, people will make ‘wiser’ 

decisions, and adopt safer practices, without losing their freedom of 

choice. The decision is still theirs, but you will be nudging them in a 

safer direction. The effective use of nudges has been proven to deliver 

much more effective results than traditional instructional messaging.

Carry out regular risk/threat assessments 
and crisis response tests to protect your 
brand and reputation

The Report highlights a wide range of risks and threats 

facing businesses of all sizes. Inevitably, it shows that 

leaders in one demographic group view their risk or threat 

exposure differently to those in another demographic. 

We recommend that risk assessments are carried out 

more frequently because the range of threat vectors 

seems to be increasing and because the impact on 

organizations caused by various threats – such as 

extreme weather events - seems to be extending. We 

also recommend that these take account of the impact 

of events which might once have been more ‘remote’ 

or less likely to be a threat. We recommend there is a 

special focus on the risks of cyber-crime and how the 

organization responds if it suffers an attack.

The conclusions of these risk assessments should lead to 

improvement to crisis and issues policies and procedures.

7 8
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Take action to be GdPR compliant and 
then ‘nudge’ your employees to adopt 
compliant behavior

This report shows that some organizations may not 

see data protection and privacy as a serious threat. 

However, more robust legislation – such as GDPR – 

now carries with it fines that could threaten the very 

existence of a business. Therefore, we recommend 

that every organization, even those outside the EU, 

carry out a data protection compliance audit if they 

have not already done so.

However, just like cybersecurity, ensuring continuing 

compliance will require employees to behave 

in a compliant way. This will require an internal 

communications campaign that nudges employees to 

adopt compliant behavior.

While most Czech and Slovakian companies may 

already be prepared for GDPR, we recommend 

there is a clear focus on proving you care about your 

customers’ and employees’ data and privacy, once 

the GDPR deadline has passed. It could provide a 

significant trust and reputational advantage.

build on customer satisfaction by 

activating your Promoters

Our study shows that Czech and Slovakian 

customers will continue to receive the most attention 

and that the ability to satisfy customers is the largest 

source of optimism and second largest source of 

confidence. We recommend that organizations 

‘listen’ to their customers on a regular basis to 

make sure that their optimism and confidence is not 

misplaced. This ‘listening’ should identify the sources 

of dissatisfaction so that they can be addressed. 

It should also ‘activate’ those customers whose 

expectations have been exceeded by providing 

them the opportunity to refer and recommend. 

This will help to build trust in the organization and 

underpin revenue and profit improvements.

Identify changing sources of influence

The issue of ‘fake news’ and how people source 

information, means that sources of influence may 

be changing too. We recommend that a thorough 

assessment of ‘influence’ is carried out to minimize 

risk and to ensure that communications are targeted 

where they will deliver the greatest return. 

9 10 11
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If you would like to receive helpful insights and other white papers and reports,  

just sign up by using this LINK

For regular updates and insights, why not follow us on

Our Partners enable you to design, deploy, track 

and evaluate communications campaigns that 

deliver outstanding results and sustained value. by 

working with Worldcom, you can access a significant 

communications advantage whenever and wherever 

you need it. 

If you would like to discuss the content of this 

document, or its recommendations, or to talk to one 

of our experts about your communications needs, 

please contact: 

Todd lynch                                                          

toddlynch@worldcomgroup.com

Crispin manners

crispinmanners@worldcomgroup.com
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